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🔥PROOF OF TREASON🔥In DNC v The Russian
Federation, RU argued hacking is a MILITARY ATTACK
and Sovereign Immunity covers acts of WAR. Trump
publicly AUTHORIZED a MILITARY ATTACK on his own
country on 7/ 27/16 at his rally‼ 
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 @jonswaine -Russian hacking was coordinated 
between the Trump campaign and whomever was behind the 
Twitter account @yuri_Bezmenov who told Trump to ask Putin 
for  @HillaryClinton  emails at his rally on July 27 PROOF  
theguardian.com/us-news/2018/j…
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Russians tried to hack Clinton server on day Trump urged ema…
Prosecutors say spies began hacking on 27 July 2016 – but
indictment does not suggest direct link with Trump’s request
theguardian.com

💥BOOM💥Listen to me @SpeakerPelosi... @realDonaldTrump told a hostile foreign

Govt to commit ESPIONAGE - a MILITARY ATTACK against the US, a former Sec of

State, First Lady and a Presidential candidate who if it hadn’t been for RU’s help

would be POTUS 😳@SecretService @FBI

🔥We demand that the @SecretService @FBI @CIA and @NSA investigate Trump

for escalating, aiding and abetting a hostile nation in their cyber warfare against the

US while concurrently accepting RU campaign money laundered thru bundlers - like

Vanetik, PACs , @NRA etc‼ 

🔥17 intel agencies agreed that Russia’s attack on the pillar of our Democracy- open

and free elections- was the most aggressive attack to date on America. Putin

successfully installed a puppet regime. Cyber warfare is the 5th Domain of war-

therefore it is #Treason
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🔥At the same time Trump was calling on RU to escalate their cyber war, he and his

campaign were meeting w spies, RUs, Saudi’s & Israelis trying to make nuclear deals,

release sanctions, peace plans, changing UN votes, damaging allies by promoting

BREXIT etc‼ 

🔥The @GOP and Trump have turned a blind eye to Russian cyber operations that

are targeting our institutions, infrastructure, leaders & citizens because they are

corrupt ‼ @senatemajldr refuses to do anything because he’s counting on Putin to win

his election in 2020 😳

🔥Russia is our ENEMY, not our partner. There are only 3 choices. 1. Trump is

absolutely incompetent. 2. Trump is compromised. 3. Trump is both incompetent

AND conpromised. This is Russia👇

💥One Russian attack after another...
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Russia hacked you, your friends and your family... Trump doesn’t care🔥

💻 While Trump and his campaign are making secret deals w Russians that benefit

them professionally, personally and arranging back channels- Putin is hacking your

home router😳

Guess who pays the billions of dollars that are spent to recover from Russia cyber

attacks⁉That’s right... we do..
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🔥While Trump was negotiating w Putin to build a Trump Tower in Moscow AND

lying to us about it, Trump’s buddy had hackers in the computer servers at the White

House, State Dept and the Joint Chiefs of Staff🔥

🔥🗳🔥Do you think it’s OK that Putin chose our 45th President⁉Trump and the

@GOP are thrilled‼ In fact, these traitors will give Putin anything he wants for

helping them steal 2020.
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Trump loves this hack‼ He became President because of it

💥MAGAs don’t care that voter registration systems were hacked so Trump could

win- but I wonder how they will feel when that stolen data is used to hack their credit

cards and bank accounts and realize Trump and the @gop are to blame⁉
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😳Trump’s favorite dictator is not only the master of Fake News, he also pays people

to pretend to be US citizens on forums to drum up support for his puppet.

You know what else Putin thinks is a riot⁉He likes to freak the public out by

pretending a chemical plant in the US exploded...sick isn’t it⁉Trump loves this guy...

He was going to give him the Penthouse in Trump Tower Moscow....
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🔥Why would Russia fake an Ebola outbreak in Atlanta... testing the waters?

Projection? Hoping if the real thing happens that you will think it’s fake news?

Russian hackers weren’t happy about a Soviet war memorial being relocated....
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💥Russian hybrid warfare involves the 5th domain of warfare- They are going after

online communications and commerce....

Operation Armageddon in Ukraine... we come full circle ⭕
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🔥Russian bots also promoted the Jade Helm conspiracy theories that the @GOP fell

for🔥

Hysteria over Jade Helm exercise in Texas was fueled by Russians, for…
Gov. Greg Abbott's decision in 2015 to ask the Texas State Guard to monitor a
federal military exercise prompted significant criticism. A former CIA director said

Wednesday that the move emboldened R…

https://www.texastribune.org/2018/05/03/hysteria-over-jade-helm-exercise-texas-was-f…

💻 Cernovich, Posobiec, Fairbanks etc all received Russian assistance w their cyber

activities...📱
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• • •

French election scandal traced to Canada’s Rebel Media
Russia's hacking controversy still bubbles beneath the surface with deeply
unsettled and unsettling global security implications.

https://www.nationalobserver.com/2017/05/09/opinion/french-election-scandal-traced-c…

🔥Q🔥It stands to reason that Qanon also has ties to Russia. Many high level

Republicans, like William Barr, support and promote Qanon conspiracies... so that is

going to be really awkward for them.
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Correction: In Terrifying Interview, William Barr Goes Full 
QAnon  nymag.com/intelligencer/…
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In Terrifying Interview, William Barr Goes Full MAGA
Attorney general insists the only norms being shredded are by people
investigating Trump.
nymag.com
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